
Oil

Tuesday was bullish on the international crude oil markets. Speculations are rising about the US-Iran relations, and about whether or 
not Donald Trump could potentially reinstate sanctions against the country. This would likely impact the Iranian oil export. Furthermore, 
Russia Tuesday reaffirmed their commitment to live up to the country’s output cut deal with OPEC. This led to an upside on the market, 
with the Brent front month contract closing at 67,42 USD/bbl, 1,37 USD/bbl above the previous close. We could very well see further 
gains Wednesday, although likely more limited than yesterday.

Gas
Spot gas prices across Europe remain high, as temperatures are still very low, and are expected to remain so for at least a few more 
days. The bullish sentiment also affected the long end of the curve, where the NCG Cal-19 contract rose 0,15 EUR/MWh to close the 
day at 17,28 EUR/MWh. Storage levels around the continent remain very low compared to normal.

Coal
The European coal market recovered yesterday, after falling very sharply during the previous weeks. There are however still bearish 
signals on the market, especially because demand in China is decreasing, as the country appears to phase out coal for power production 
a bit in favor of LNG. The cold temperatures in Europe do support prompt demand for coal. 

Carbon
The European carbon emission market opened Tuesday with losses, but the sentiment changed later in the day. Buying interest on the 
quota auction was the strongest so far of the year, a signal that the market is still very bullish despite losses during the previous week. 
The benchmark quota contract EUA DEC-18, rose to 11,55 EUR/t, the highest price level since 2011. 

Hydro
Both precipitation and temperatures are currently slightly below average in the Nordic area. From around the forthcoming weekend, the 
conditions will most likely become wetter and cooler, as temperatures could drop as low as 5 degrees below seasonal normal. The cool 
outlook supports an upside on the Nordic power market today.

Germany
After opening the week with falling prices, the German power market turned very bullish yesterday. The weather forecasts remain dry, 
and the bullish effects of this was yesterday supported by a big upside on both the coal and the carbon emission markets. Therefore, 
the German Cal-19 contract rose as much as 0,75 EUR/MWh, closing the day at 34,70 EUR/MWh. The upside continues Wednesday.

Equities
On both the European and the US stock markets, Tuesday was slightly bullish following a very bearish sentiment Monday. The market is 
quite nervous ahead of today’s interest meeting in the US Fed, where the new Fed Chief will discuss, whether or not the current interest 
level is adequate. 

Conclusion

Cool and dry weather forecasts, combined with a big upside on both the coal market, the CO2 quota market and the German power 
market led to a very bullish day on the Nordic power market as well Tuesday. The Q2-18 contract rose 0,45 EUR/MWh to 31,45 EUR/
MWh, while the YR-19 contract was up 0,72 EUR/MWh, settling at 27,52 EUR/MWh. We expect further gains Wednesday, where the 
cold outlook for the remainder of March is confirmed. 
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